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Open induction, the fragment of arithmetic based on the induction scheme for 
quanifier&ee formulas in 0, 1, +, -, 0, <, has been studied in an important 
series of papers by ShepherdTon [7], Wilkie [9] and Van den Dries [3]. The most 
conspicuous feature of the system is an alternative algebraic (i.e., induction free) 
axiomatization, and asscciated flexible methods for constructing nonstandard 
models. In this the system differs enormously from- the stronger bounded 
induction (I&), the system with induction for b-formulas in the above signature. 
The latter system is closely connected to hard-core problems in complexity of 
computation, and this is one of the main attractions in studying it. Despite an 
impressive series of papers by Paris and Wilkie [S, 61, almost nothing is known 
about the algebraic structure of models or about the behaviour of primes. 
Among the problems of particular interest are: 
(1) Does Id, prove the cotiality of the set of primes? 
(2) Does 14 prove that every odd prime has a quadratic non-residue? 
If we replace Id, by I& together with the AO-Pigeonhole ciple, then the 
answer to (1) and (2) is Yes [ 101. For I& the answer is not known. 
t has been known for a long time that Open Induction does not prove the 
&nality of the set of primes. The present paper comes from considering the 
analogue of (2) for prove that the answer to this analogue is 
NO. 
e construct models of Open nduction whose primes exhibit a wide variety of 
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to any ordered field 
cial asention to 8wm4zl models. The 
), (F), (G) are normal. (E) is, in general, 
i cases of (E) by a different method, and has a proof 
with her, Wilkie, and Van den Dries have been 
age is that for ordered rings. We have the usual 
tely axiomatkable class of discretely ordered rings with 1 as 
RED@R,R~s - ubring isomorphic to 
infinite elements of 
the ordered field of fractions of R, and C(R) ths 
gs R, i.e., the class of those R E DOR such that for 
~f<rar,x= + t]. 
gs) is the class of all R E DOR such that 
)(3y)(3t)[~ 6 t < a A x = ay + I]. 
is the class of rings such that every finite 
if for any ar, @ E 
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A domain R is normal if R is integrally closed in F(R). For useful ‘results on 
normality, see [2] or [4]. 
01 is the class of models of open induction, i.e., the class of all R in DOR such 
that for all quantifier free q, 
f)[(@@, i) A VJ’ a o)[@(Ys I)+ @(Y + 1s r)]) 
-_, 3 O)@(x, if)]. 
Grst review divisibility in OI. 
. 01 s EDR. 
Suppose R E 01. Let LU, r E R, (Y > 0, x 3 0. Consider 
{YER:Y~OA~~X}. 
This has a least element yo. Let t = x - cu(yo - 1). Then x = cu(yo - 1) + t, and 
WtaY. 
Thecasex<Oissimila.r. 0 
. 01 c ZR. 
f. Clear. Cl 
. We show below that there are R E 01 which are not Bezout. 
Let 2 be the profinite completion (= lJ@!/nZ) of the ring E with respect o the 
ideals nL, n > 1. Then naturally 2 = I$, ZP, the product of the p-adic integers for 
each prime p. 
Suppose R E ZR. Then there is a unique ring homomorphism 
Rem is the projective limit of the 
R+R/nR=Z/nZ (nal). 
Ifg,:R-,~isanyhomomorphism,andcuERander=n=x+r,@~r<n,then 
Q)(LY) - q(r) E nt. Since nal nt = (01, uniqueness follows. 0 
. If R c S E ZR, there exists a ring homomorphism <p : R + 2. 
ilkie [9] showed that the converse to this corollary is true (see 31~0 131). 
very important for our purposes that the embedding problem is constructively 
defined. 
4. rt, D. 
e dd.in P dure as the 
obstructions to embedding a 
follows Srom the work of 
REOI if and only iffor every /3d(R) 
depends on Tarski’s quantifier-elimination for 
OR. l?zen REOIif d only if R E EDR and F(R) is 
. If REOI, F(R) is dknse in C(R). 
gR(CEK~inSEOIisto 
oining an element within 
t of the real closure. Wie showed that this can 
a-t(>P for all PER. Then 
R, discretely ordered, with 
to p : R[x]-+ 2 by choosing q(x) arbitrary. 
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shall refer to the above construction as the -cons ction (see Section 
3B). The t- and nstructions are the basic tools for constructing (normal) 
models of open induction. In Section 3 we shall provide various otkr construc- 
tions which can be used ‘modularly in combination with the above. 
For more refined results it will be important to observe that given R the 
required S can always be found in a suitably saturated L, where L is an ordered 
field containing R, with L dense in C(L). 
. Shepherdson revealed strong limitations in 01 by constructing R 
in 01 such that 
Such an R is not normal. Van den Dries proposed restricting one’s attention to 
normal R, and showed that a flexible model theory persists. 
etc. Recall the following notions. 
1.7.1. a! in R is irreducible if whenever QI = yz, then y or z is a unit. 
1.7.2. cy in R is semi-prime if cy is irreducible and R/&R has no nonzero 
nilpotents. 
1.7.3. (Y in R is prime if R/CUR is a domain. 
1.7.4. or in R is m&ma1 if R/cuR is a field. 
Clearly these are notions of increasing strength, for any ring R. We shall 
construct models of open induction where irreducible + prime $5 maximal. 
On the other hand we shall show that if a is print i-i R E (DOR n ZR), then 
3R + S E 01 where (Y is maximal in S. 
. The following tkial lemmas are useful at the outset. 
Let R + S be an embedding, where R, S E DOR. If a E R and cy is 
reducible in i, then Q! is reducible in S. 
. Let R + S be an embedding, where R E EDR and S E DOR. Then, 
for cuER, 
(i) the natural map RI(uR - + SIGS is injective, and 
(ii) if cy is semiprime (resp. prime) in S, then IY is semiprime (resp. prime) in R. 
The next lemma is standard. 
. Suppose R is Bezout and LY is irreducible. Then cy is maximal. 
See [2]. Cl 
g place inside a suitaNy 
, in the order inhetited fkom L. 
te arithmetic, and the obvious continuity 
d for K countable we shaM have to 
ch are easily satisfied). As R, is 
+A(@, where A(o) is an 
ere is a natural surjection 
rdinal, where o = pc + 1. Select, if possible, the least 
against cy to define R,. It is now quite obvious at if =0-K, 
s are obtained by s ar dovetailing. F+T example, we may 
ordinal, a construction (Construction E) for 
reducing irreduc%es, 
Our constructions may create 
dovetailing to e 
te irreducibles. 
, etc., so we have 
3. 
t0 
IE this section we will outline a number of constructions for exten 
R E DOR. In all of these constructions we work inside an o 
which is dense in its real closure C(L) and lR)%aturated. The 
inherit their ordering from L. We will be conce with the preservation of 
divisibiity properties, normality and the discreteness of the ordering. 
Let R E DOR, let qxR*2 be a ring homomorphism and assume that all 
standard primes remain prime in R. For each standard prime p let qP : R + Zp 
be the restritien of Q, to the p-th factor. We form a new ring R, = {r/n: r E R, 
n E Z, n > 0 and for all standard primes p, n 1 tpp(r) in BP}. We extend cp to R, 
in obvious way. 
. (a) (Wilkie 191). R, E ZR. 
(b) (van den Dries [3]). If R is normal, then R, is normal. 
See [3]. 0 
As observed in 1.9 if q E R is irreducible in R,, then q(q) E U(z). The next 
two lemmas show that provided q(q) E U(g) divisibility properties of y are 
preserved from R to R,. 
. If q E R is irreducible and q(q) E U(z), then q is irreducible in R,. 
Suppose x, y E R, n, m 6 Z, x, y, n, rn >O and (x/n) l (y/m) = q. 
nmq = xy. Since the standard primes remain prime in R, re are pt’, m’ E w and 
x’, y’ E such that n’m’=nm, x=n’x’ andy= 
=V = x’y’. As q is irreducible in R, either x’ = 1 or y’ = 1, say x’ = 1 
x= ’ andy=m’q. Since RpE ? we must have n 1 us without loss of 
generality we may assume n = 1. 
A. m, D. Marker 
s&e yfm E I?,, for ail standard primes p, m 
we must have I 
m = 1. But since M’#l’ = mn 
prime and p(q) E U(2 ,thenqisprimein 
x/l, y/m, zln E Rp and (xll)q = [y/m) l (z/n). Then mn l q = 
Randqtl, wemusthaveqiyorqlx. Sayy’q=y. Since 
p, m 1 cp,(y) h & =cI PpW is a unity m I qW)- THUS 
e that if q E R is maximal and v(q) E U(z), then q is maximal in 
not particularly useful since none of the other constructions preserve 
also be interested in preserving the failure of divisibility properties. As 
in Lemma 1.10, if q E R is not irreducible and R s S. then q is not 
S. We need to do a bit of work to insure that if q E R is coprime, 
coprime in S (it is possible that Rbq Ixy Aqtx and q#-y and q 
becomes prime in S because q now divides x). As pointed out in 1.11 this is true if 
R E 01. Since when applying constructions C - H we can usually assume R E 01, 
we only need to show that coprimes are preserved when passing from R E DOR 
. lfforallnCZ, n>O:x#nyinR, thennj+yinRv. 
Clear. 0 
e next lemma will allow us to keep a specific element nonmaximal. 
Suppose q, x E R such that for all n E E, n > 0, there is no y E R such 
Then for all n’ E H, n’ > 0, there is no y ’ E Rq such that 
)x = (s/f)q + n’, then r-lx = smq + mln’. 0 
otice that the &construction does not significantly change the 
Q, is a rational extension of 
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SinceqisprimeinR, ifrERandq+r, thenfornE72, n>O:Rkq#nr. 
Thus i>y 3.4, R, k (I j r. so cp /qR, is an extensiol of RlqR. Since t/n is a 
solution to nx - r = 0 (mod q), R,JqR? is a rational extension of R/qR. q 
B. The ie construction 
(Wilkie [9]). Suppose K 2 R is a ]R(+-saturated real-closed field. 
Then there is cy E K such that a! is transcendental over F(R), )k - a] c 1 and R[a] 
is discretely ordered. 
See [9]. IJ 
There is /3 E L such that Ip is transcendental over R, ]k - is] < 1 and 
Let T(v) = {Iv - k( < I} U {f(v) + 0:f E R[v] nonconstant} U {l(O < 
f(v) < 1): f E REV]}. S ince L is dense in C(L) and L is 1 R I’-saturated, C(L) is 
]R(%aturated. thus r is realized by some LY E C(L). For any nonconstant 
f 1,*..Ja~R[ I v we can find a, 6 E C(L) such that a C a< b, and for all 
x E (a, b): f(x) C 0, or for all x E (a, b): f (x) > 0. Since L is dense in C(L), there 
is y E (a, b) n L such that 1 y - k] < 1. Thus since L is IR(+-saturated, there is 
@ELrealizingr. Cl 
Let R’ = R[/3]. We extend q to R’ by setting rp(/3) = 0. 
. If R is normal and x is transcendental over F(R), then R[x] is 
normal. 
See [2]. 0 
. If R is normal, then R’ is normal. 
Maximality will not be preserved when we pass to R ’ , but other divisibihty 
properties will be. 
. (a) If q is irreducible in R, then q is irreducible in R’. 
(b) If q is prime in R, then q 2~ prime in ’ is Q ~a~cende~ta~ 
extension of RIqR. 
(c) If x, y E R and bxjy, then R’bxty 
(d) be q E R is prime in x E R and for all n E Z, n > 
n(mod*q), thenforally’ER’andn’E& n’MI:xy’=u’( 
A. , D. 
is transcendental. 
omial f (v)x - g(v)y - M’ is 
=tq+n’. 0 
and econs Ctions eanprove the 
where we only solve equation X - Y = 0 
n>0: Rhjny, thenR*kx+y. 
t C be a cut in R (i.e., C G R is nonempty and downward 
no largest element.) In L we can find 4y such that for all c E C: c < cr, 
dER\C:a<dandcuistranscendentaloverF(R).LetR’=R[cu]. 
. R” is discretely or&red. 
is clear if R\C=0, so assume R\C#@. Let f(v)tzR[v] such that 
quantifier elimination we can find a, 6 EC(R) such that 
R) Nx E (a, 6) O< f (x) c 1. But since every element of C(R) 
partinRandarrealizesthecutbetweenCaudR\C,wecanfind 
ata<cu<6. ButthenR$DOR. Ll 
’ by sending q(d) E U(z). Thus unless we take specific steps 
E R is irreducible, q is irreducible in R’. 
q is prime in R’ and RI/,,’ is a transcendental extenskm 
en ’ i? no 
ple transcendental extension of R. 0 
9 QI: +% and q E R is 8 nonstandard prime. 
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Letx~Lbesuchthatforallr~R, r<x-zdletyELbesuchthatforall 
r(x) E R[x], y > r(x). Suppose p(u, v, w) E R[u, v, w] and O<p(x, y, xylq) c 1. 
We view p(x, y, xylq) as P(y, xylq) where @(v, w) e R[x][v, w]. 
@(y, (x/@y) must be constant, since otherwise as z E R[x) becomes 
Hz, (xk)z)l be comes large. But if @(y, (x/q)y) is constant, the constant 
be in R[x] E D0R. Cl 
define cp by sending q(x) = q(y) = ~(xyl 
The analysis of normality uses several ideas we will use frequently. 
Then 
large 
must 
and Xc S such that 1 E X, 0 $X and X is closed 
-1 
= (slx:sES,xEX) is normal. 
. Ifs is normal, x, y E S and x is semiprime in S’ = S[y lx], then S’ is 
Suppose net. Since S[y/x] c S l {x” :n 3 O)-‘, by 3.16 the second ring is 
normal, there is a E S’ such that a/x” is integral over S’ but a/x” $ S’. 
. If a/x” is integral over S’, then so is afx”? 
For: If (a/xn)n + cE$ bi(a/xn)’ = 0, then 
(a/xn-l)m + mgl b~xm-i(q/xn-l)i 5= 0. 
i=O 
Thus by induction we may assume n = 1. Suppose (a/x)” + Eri’ bi(u/x)’ = 0. 
Then am + CE<’ bs”-‘a’ = 0. So x ) am in S’. Thus since x is semiprime in S’, 
xla. Soa/xES’. El 
. x is semiprime in R’. 
view R’ as R[x, y, t]f(xy - tq). Then R’/xR’ = R[y, t]/(tq) s 
1. Thus it suffices to show R[t]/(tq) contains no nilpotent elements. If
tq 1 a”‘, where Q E R[t], then since t and q are prime in R[t], tq ! a. 0 
. If r is normal, then so is R’. 
, t, tq /xl. Since is normal by 3.9, R[x, t] is normal. 
is normal. 0 
g 2 e’ i. then q ’ is irreducible in 
where 
XE over F(R) such R[& qlx] = 
we can find x E L transcendental over F(R) 
foralirEC(R)ifforalltEZ:r>z, thenr>x. 
W] such that 0 <f(x, q/x) < 1. Using quantifier 
Q E R, b E C(R) such that for all y E (a, b), 
te f(x, q/x) = (llx’)g(x), where g(v) E R[v] and 
i,je avv’w”, theu f (x, q/x) = C;I=--k d$ where 
g(v) = 
one di ih@.i?e absolute value. 
or has infinite absolute value. If for all 
) =g(x). Since R E DOR, g(v) is not 
E @I]. But then g(x) will be inkite, a 
is algebraically closed. Let 11-11: K-, C(R) be given 
l (v - 8,) where a0 E R and ei E K. One 
te norm. Let y E Z, y Ml, be such that no 
‘11 is finite. Since Q <f (y, q/y) < 1, Ilg(y)II 
Fa 
= 
i=l 
is finite. Thus since no 11 y - &II is 
Let t = a/x. Then S’ = S[t, dt]. Thus by 3.16, if a is integral over S’, 
aES[~)~(x”:n~O}-‘nS[t]~(P:ns:O)-~. 
cIaimehatS[x]*{~n:n~O}-l 
E S[r), and g(x)ln” = h(t)fP. 
t &x) = Cfi=-oaid and h(t) = Ci=, bit’. 
k t 
a.$-” = &- bit- I: 
i=O i=O 
en-n=m-landk-n=m. S~m+nelsk. FU&erai=bk_@“. 
ThUS g(X) = CrZi bk-iti-5 + Cf=, aJ. SO 
g(X)/P = 1%; bk+( ;)n-i + a&P es. (3 
-= i=n 
. R’ is normal. 
. (a) If q’ E R is irreducible and q’ # &q, tberr q’ is irreducible in R ‘. 
ER isprime and q’ffq, then q’ isp e in R’ and R’/q’R’ is a 
rational extension of a transcendental extension of R 
(a) If f(x, q/x) l g(x, q/x) = q’, then either f and g are both constant or 
one is QX” and the other is b(q/x)“. In either e q’ is reducible in R. 
(b) R’fq’R’ = (R[x, t]/(a - q))/(q ‘) = (Rfq [iz, q/x] where Q = q (mod 4’). 
q 
F. king primes maximal 
Suppose R EDOR, ~I:R -+& q E R is a nonstandard prime, #3 ER and 
R bq j /?. We will make /3 invertible mod q by extending to a ring R’ = 
R[y, (fiy - 1)/q]. This construction is a special case of the next construction and 
we will treat thi two simultaneously. 
6. Solving equations modulo a prime 
OR, QD : R-, 2, q E R a nonstan g(y) E R[y] such that 
g(y) is irreducible and nonconstant over g(y) is g(y) with 
coefficients reduced mod q. We attempt o solve g(y) = 0 (mod q) by extending R
toR*= R[y, g(y)/q]. We will extend cp by sending y to zero. 
We can find y E L such hat R* = 
is proof is due to Zo6 Chataida 
our original proof .) Let y E L be gr 
eter 
eve 
t = 43 (mod q). 
in R, then q’ ik irreducible in R*. 
=, by e above proof, if aeR* and O<a<q’, then 
e in R, then q’ is p e in R* and R*/ 
extension of RIq’R. 
[y, z]/(g(y) - qz) ‘)- TJm if g(y) is obtained frcm g(y) 
ents with ones t are congruent modq’ and tj =q 
q’R[y, z])I(g(y) - ljz). 
e in R’ and R’/qR’ is a rational extension of a 
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domain. Since q(y) is irreducible, it is prime. 
In general the assumptior of maximal&y in 
iterating construction F we make q 
S&e q is maximal, R/qR is a field. unique factorization 
s R*/qR’ is adorn 
3.29(b) is not an obstacle since by 
. (a) If R ik nom&, R’ is normal. 
(b) If R is noti and q is rna&nal in R, then R* is normal. 
Clear from 3.29 and 3.17. Cl 
. Expanding the fraction field 
LetREDQRandrp:R-,k LetAEL. 
A E F(R’). 
wish to extend R to R’ such that 
. Ebere is x E L such that x is transcemiental over F(R[A]) and if 
41, . . . , q,, are ptimes in R, then 
1 
We choose x infinitely large with respect o C(R[A]). first cl* aat 
R,,= R[x, Ax] E DOR. Let f (v, w) E R[ 
f (v, Av). If f is constant, f(x) =3(O) E R. 
w] and let f(v) E R[A][v], f(v) = 
3 is not constant, then f(x)1 is infinite 
in R[A] so R,, E DOR. 
Suppose 
Ocf 
( 
XAX Ax 2 ,..., -pk ,..., +1. 
4n 41 4n 
y clearing denominators we let I E o and f(v) E R[A)[ such that f(u) = 
(cl . . . qn)lf(v/& l l l ? h/q:). so 0 <f(x) c (q* l l l qJ. 
mints p must be constant. So p(x) =p(O) = I(q,, 
y the above argu- 
l - -t&(0, . . ..O)E R. 0 
t 
‘=L!d ,,...~ERR[~~---p~l- I) n 
nd q~ to ’ by sending x to zero. 
we 
obtained their 
of L, equipped 
we must assume a little more 
involves no real loss of generality, since 
constructions done s to embed a discretely 
ring or model of open induction. 
(the fraction field construction) all orur 
s is a crucial issue, for assessing how one 
our most complex models we create some primes, 
that there is no unitended destruction. 
quations modulo q without inLreasiug 
In Section 3 we have proved 
le, or ptime. For cy E R, satisfying 9 in 
is preserved in the passage to R’. 
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. There is a no I model of open induction with an irreducible 
element which is not prime. 
is normal, so RO is 
is discretely ordered 
xylt], got by killing the 
y 3.19. z is irreducible in 
q(y) = p(t) = 1. Now 
stays irreducible and 
non-prime. In fact z is semiprime but not prime. 0 
. There is a normal model of open induct& wit/z a prime element 
which is not maximal. 
Let RO= Z[x]. RO is normal, and x is prime, with residue-ring Z. Put 
q(x) = 1. Now iterate the f- and W-constructions. By 3.12, x stays prime. By 
3.12, the final residueing of x will be a prime transcendental extension of a 
subring by 91, and so not a field. 0 
§A The situation in 5.2 is not irreversible and this is important in Section 6. 
Suppose R is a (normal) discretely ordered ring equipped with 
up :Rd, an; q is a prime elemejat of R with p(q) E U@). Then there is an 
embedding R --)S, where S is a (ncvmal) model of open induction whose Rem 
extends go, such that q is maximal in S. 
Iterate Construction F. R 
We leave to the reader the exercise of constructing pathologies for the 
in&cation irreducible + semiprime. (Hint: Start with H[x, y, y*/x]. Use 3.23 to 
show normality is preserved.) 
The following two theorems show that open induction is completely 
committed about primes j 
. Let (A, <) be a linearly ordered set (possibly empty) 
ordinal greater an or equal to max(&, 1 
G*:X-g(F:Fis field of characteristic zero 
ate an unwanted 
not forced out of the 
ducible nonprimes and
63onstructions make 
F(R)K L. For this 
we select witnesses 
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The residue-field of a prime q may 
of squares. go: 
(a) There is a no 1 model of open induction irr wh Lpgrange’s 
I;heorem f&. 
which the p es are cofiaal 
(a) Immediate. 
Exercise. Cl 
. The possibilities are endless to violate classical theorems expressing 
primes in certain congruence classes as being of a certain fo 
An interesting ex mes from combining residue-field and fraction- 
7.2. There is a model R of open induction in which Lagrange’s Theorem 
ut every postive element is a square of an element from F(R). 
Take the fraction-field real closed. 0 
The above model is not normal. conjecture at a cu g choice of 
fraction-field will give us a normal R in which Lagrange fails, but every positive 
element is a sum of four fractional squares. 
There is an interesting article [8] by il on the difference between the integral 
and fractional versions of Lagrange. 
ypothesis is a sweeping eneralization of the hypothesis that 
many pairs of twin primes. 
state a version appropriate to a general ordered ring 
for R): Let fi(x), . . . J,(x) be polynomials irreducible over F(R), with 
leading coefficients positive. Suppose that for each cy > 0 in R there exists p in 
at a does not divide sLn j f( en for eat ere exists t> y 8u 
J(t) is prime. 
SC cl’s thesis is just for z. 
&, and we want to add t 
point of &e Rem(y,), 
r the of comb g this with the results of 
rimes cofinal and all ite primes 
most challenging problem technically is to do our constructionci 
to get recursive nonstandard models. Shepherdson [7] did exhibit a 
dard model, but that one has no inhite primes. 
Is there a recursive nonstan model of open induction with an 
e us to the furthest limits of the Tennenbaum 
culties? There are many. 
-construction, how does one decide if it is 
e find a recursive discrete order, just knowing that there is a 
e? 
uction be embedded in a Bezout 
dealt with a nt of this problem in aking primes maximal. 
n induction imply s ificant cases of the 
have come upon agnunents suggesting that the answer is Xes. 
ust the residue ring of an infinite prime have in 
transcendence degree? 
Theie is a simple argument to show that no finite-dimension extension of Q 
can be a residue-field, but that’s all we know. 
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